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Abstract: Controllability, maneuverability, fault-tolerance/isolation and safety are significantly
enhanced in electric vehicles (EV) equipped with the redundant actuator configuration of four-in-
wheel electric motors (4IWM). A highly reconfigurable architecture is proposed and illustrated for the
adaptive, nonmodel-based control of 4IWM-EVs. Given the longitudinal force, yaw-moment requests
and the reconfiguration matrix, each IWM is given a slip reference according to a Slip Vectoring (SV)
allocation strategy, which minimizes the overall slip vector norm. The distributed electric propulsion
and the slip vector reference allow for a decentralized online estimation of the four-wheel torque-
loads, which are uncertain depending on loading and road conditions. This allows for the allocation
of four different torques depending on individual wheel conditions and to determine in which
region (linear/nonsaturated or nonlinear/saturated) of the torque/slip characteristics each wheel
is operating. Consequently, the 4IWMs can be equalized or reconfigured, including actuator fault-
isolation as a special case, so that they are enforced to operate within the linear tire region. The initial
driving-mode selection can be automatically adjusted and restored among eighteen configurations
to meet the safety requirements of linear torque/slip behavior. Three CarSim realistic simulations
illustrate the equalization algorithm, the quick fault-isolation capabilities and the importance of a
continuous differential action in a critical double-lane-change maneuver.

Keywords: four in-wheel motors (4IWMs); slip vectoring control (SV); electric vehicles (EVs); recon-
figurable control; driving-mode selection; distributed estimation; fault detection and fault tolerant
control; intelligent vehicles

1. Introduction

Vehicle dynamics are highly nonlinear and involve several unknown parameters,
especially in terms of the wheels, such as ground friction and load-torque. Individual
nonlinear tire characteristics can differ, making the vehicle dynamics hardly predictable in
critical maneuvers [1].

High levels of onboard automation in market vehicles are enabling technologies
towards road safety improvements. Electronic Advanced Driving Assistance Systems
(ADAS), such as adaptive cruise control, emergency braking, automatic lane-keeping,
Antilock Braking Systems (ABS) or Electronic Stability Control (ESC), reduce human
driving effort and risks. The transition from hybrid vehicles to full Electric Vehicles (EVs)
is the technological edge in the automotive industry. Electric motors (EM) have many
advantages with respect to internal combustion engines for vehicle propulsion: smaller
time constants (one order of magnitude less [2]), higher power-density and efficiency,
uniform torque-speed characteristics over a wide range of speed, low chemical emissions,
power regeneration while braking and the possibility of being allocated directly in each
wheel. The latest existing EV on market and research prototypes implement the powertrain,
centralized or distributed, in several layouts [3]. The most commonly used EM in existing
electric cars are the induction motors (IM) (such as Tesla, Audi). The IMs can be easily
speed-controlled and they have high nominal torques and high efficiency (85 ÷ 97%).
Moreover, the IMs are very rugged since they can tolerate transient overcurrents.
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Configurations with central electric motors [4–6] and a single permanent magnet EM
per axle (such as in the Jaguar I-PACE) have garnered special industrial interest. Other
layouts consider three decoupled EMs with front-propulsion and two rear coaxial EMs
giving differential torques (Audi E-tron [7]), 2-In-Wheel Motors front/rear (2-IWMs) [8], or
4-In-Wheel Motors (4-IWMs) [2,9–15] to enhance controllability, traction, fault tolerance
and safety.

Distributed Electric Powertrain (EP) configurations offer redundancy and enhance
the maneuverability, since Traction Control (TC) [11,16–18] and ABS [11,12,19,20] devices
can be improved in cooperation with IWMs. Most importantly, the vehicle yaw-motion
can be continuously controlled by bidirectional differential torques in a configuration with
distributed IWMs: this is a technological advantage in comparison to conventional ESC [9],
which acts with on/off negative torques by electromechanical brakes [21]. In the frame of
over-actuated systems [22], a hierarchical control generation is conventionally provided.
Once the driver has imposed a certain maneuver, longitudinal force and yaw-moment
requests are given. Then, these requests have to be distributed among the redundant
actuators by a Control Allocation (CA) [23].

An EM can be controlled to track both torque and speed references. Then, two
kinds of CA could be implemented. Torque Vectoring (TV) [2,15,17,21–42] is a standard
technique to control EVs with 4IWMs, in which four-torque references are allocated to the
four wheels. Torque commands are given to an individual IWM, so the corresponding
wheel-slip depends on the unknown torque load conditions [13–15] and could end up in a
forbidden region. In those cases, the most critical aspect for the TV strategies is the need to
detune/disconnect the torque request on the individual slipping wheel, on the basis of a
predetermined maximum slip value [11,16–18], which is fixed or could be updated online
on the basis of estimated operating conditions.

In this work, a Slip Vectoring (SV) control strategy is proposed, so that four-slip
references are allocated on the four-driven wheels, which correspond to four angular
speed references when the vehicle speed is constant [9]. The nonmodel-based allocation
minimizes the overall slip vector given the configuration matrix and the longitudinal and
yaw-motion control requests [43]. In order to drive each IWM at a speed to the desired
reference, each individual torque has to be found by feedback, via a Proportional–Integral
(PI) control loop, so that the online estimation of the current torque load acting on the
wheel is provided by the integral control. The load corresponds to the traction tire force
delivered on the road. Then, at steady-state, four different IWM torques are delivered
according to different road friction and load transfers on the wheels, so that if the road-grip
decreases or the individual wheel vertical load increases, the corresponding wheel torque
is automatically decreased or increased, respectively, to compensate for the estimated
load torque variation. Each IWM may be viewed as an independent load-torque sensor,
providing monitoring capabilities to the controller. The simultaneous force/slip sensing
produces a coordinate pair that identifies a point on each wheel characteristic [1], allowing
to determine where the wheel is operating, whether in the linear part (nonsaturated region)
of Pacejka curve [1] or the tire is over-slipping (saturated region). The SV approach is
consistent with [13]. In 2009, Wang et al. [13] proposed the manipulation of the wheels’
driving/braking torque and steering torque independently from vehicle body states, in
order to track desired tire-slip and slip-angle reference values thought as virtual controls
(see also [9]), but in [13] the individual torques are given by sliding mode control law, based
on wheel force model and parameters.

The proposed SV control strategy allows for the implementation of three kinds of
online reconfiguration:

1. Driving mode selection: By acting on the allocation matrix coefficients, the SV
allows a software configuration in several driving mode settings (2WD/4WD,
front/rear differentials).

2. Equalization (steady-state): The SV allocation could be equalized at steady-state
on the basis of online monitored four-wheels load torques. Several TV approaches
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treat the topic of equalized CA to provide a trade-off between the four-wheels on
the basis of estimated wheel parameters, tire-road friction or wheel vertical load
measurements [11,13,21,40,41,44,45].

3. Automatic IWM selection/de-selection (steady-state/transient): The initial driving
mode settings (2WD/4WD), which can be selected by the driver, can be automatically
adjusted/switched online, to meet the safety requirements.

In recent decades both academia and industry spent many efforts in the investigation
and design of switching transmission systems for EP. The design and online selection
of electromechanical gear ratios is addressed for top speed, energy consumption and
drivability enhancement [46] or, as in [3], two/four Wheel-Drive (2WD/4WD) layouts are
considered for comparison and energy optimization. The electromechanical joint control
is relevant also in the frame of hybrid propulsion vehicles [47] to blend the powertrain
from electric-to-thermic motor. During the 1980s, full-traction combustion vehicles with
automatic changeover from 2WD-to-4WD landed on the market. An online switchable
mechanism was patented by Hiraiwa in 1986 [48] as an emergency strategy during rainfall
(rain-sensor) or in off-road conditions (decreasing grip) or if rapid acceleration/deceleration
was registered. Kato [49] patented another mechatronics switching mechanism 4-to-2WD
in 2018, in which the mechanical transmission can optionally switch among electronically
configurable reduction gears.

Nevertheless, there is a lack of peer-reviewed investigation of electronic online pow-
ertrain switching among EP configurations for EV with 4IWMs layouts. A decentralized
and electronic switching approach can be implemented with the proposed SV strategy.
On the contrary, the allocation could be reconfigured via a local actuator reconfiguration
matrix [15], based on a predetermined maximum allowable slip (model/parameter based),
to insert/de-insert the individual IWM. The switching procedures proposed in this work is
nonmodel based: the SV moves smoothly through the slip requests among the wheels by
the matrix allocation, while each IWM PI-controller will adaptively find its own equilibrium
condition [10], thus providing intrinsic filtering properties.

The monitoring capability of the controller is useful also for Fault Detection and Isola-
tion (FDI) implementation [4,5,10,50–52]. As seen in [50,51], Fault Detection (FD) can be
used to address an actuator’s loss of effectiveness or performance degradation, rather than
a disturbance caused by un-modeled dynamics. Fault Isolation (FI) can be used to address
deviation among measured variable and estimates, i.e., rotor speed deviations [4], or an
IWM parameter with its estimate [5]. The redundancy of actuators leads to Fault Tolerance
(FT) [19,35,52]. In the proposed SV, by merging the reconfiguration with estimation features,
a FT architecture results since the fault can be detected and the corresponding motor can
be smoothly switched off [10].

In summary, the main novelties introduced by the proposed control strategy are:

1. Minimum slip vector norm allocation on four-wheels;
2. Adaptive IWM controllers (w.r.t. wheel load torque estimation);
3. Non-model based tire condition monitoring;
4. Non-model based equalization;
5. Online reconfigurability: switching among several powertrain/differential layouts.

The proposed reconfigurable architecture is validated by three realistic CarSim simu-
lations. The path tracking performances are evaluated in the classical double-lane-change
maneuver in several driving mode configurations. The SV equalization procedure is exam-
ined in the case of nominal wheel loads imbalance. The FDI-switching task is illustrated
during the critical maneuver of bending on a low-friction patch.

The presentation is divided in two parts. The first part includes analytical devel-
opments (Sections 2–4). The nonlinear dynamical model for the vehicle, the wheels and
the electric induction motors is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the motivations
behind Slip Vectoring design are discussed. In Section 4, the Reconfigurable Architecture is
presented in detail. The second part includes simulations and discussion (Sections 5 and 6).
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Three realistic simulations are presented and discussed in detail in Section 5. Section 6
reports conclusions and final remarks.

2. Vehicle, Wheel and Actuator Dynamics

The nonlinear model considered for control design is the full-track model of an Electric
Vehicle (EV) with a redundant actuator set of four IWMs (Figure 1), including:

(i) Vehicle chassis: longitudinal speed vx, lateral speed vy and yaw-rate r (roll, pitch and
vertical dynamics are neglected);

(ii) Wheels: the four-wheel angular speeds ωij

(iii) Induction motors: reduced-order models of four current-fed motors [53].
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The sensors in the system are: two accelerometers for longitudinal and lateral ac-
celeration measurements (

[
ax, ay

]
), a gyroscope for the yaw-rate, four encoders for the

four-wheel angular velocities and one encoder to acquire the driver steering-wheel angle
input (δsw). The vehicle speed is obtained by integrating the acceleration ax.

The overall system is governed by the equation set (1) and (2)–(3), following [8–10,53,54]:

.
vx = r · vy +

1
m
[
−cav2

x −
(

FFL,y + FFR,y
)

sin δ + fL
(
λij
)]

.
vy = −r · vx +

1
m
[ (

FFR,y + FFL,y
)

cos δ + FRR,y + FRL,y + (FFL,x + FFR,x) sin δ
]

.
r = 1

Jz

{
lF ·
[
(FFL,x + FFR,x ) sin δ +

(
FFL,y + FFR,y

)
cos δ

]
+ lw

2
(

FFL,y − FFR,y
)

sin δ+

−lR ·
(

FFL,y + FFR,y
)
+ lw

2 fD
(
λij
)} (1)

Jt
.

ωij
.
= Te.m.ij − TLij

(
λij
)

.
= Te.m.ij − req · Fij,x

(
λij
)
,

(2)


.

ωij =
Te.m. ij(Φrd,ij , isqij)

Jt
− TLij(λij)

Jt
= µmotΦrd,ij isqij −

TLij(λij(ωij))
Jt.

Φrdij = −αmΦrdij + αm M isdij.
ρ = ωij +

αm M
Φrd
· isqij

(3)

The dynamical parameters are the mass m and the moment of inertia Jz for the chassis
(1) and the total moment of inertia Jt for the controlled wheel dynamics (2)–(3), including
both the wheel and the IWM masses. The first two subscripts {ij} denote the corresponding
wheel axle (i ∈ {F, R}, front/rear) and wheel side (j ∈ {L, R}, left/right), respectively,
while the subscript {x, y} indicates the force directions, so that the terms Fij,x and Fij,y
represent the individual wheel longitudinal/traction and wheel lateral/steering nonlinear
forces, respectively. The angle δ = δsw/sδ is mechanically controlled by the driver, with
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steering-ratio sδ. Following [8–10], for the IWMs four-induction EMs are considered, since
they can be easily speed-controlled and they can tolerate overcurrents for a limited time
interval. The controlled wheel dynamics (2) is a first-order linear model that describes the
dynamical interaction between the forces Fij,x and the torques commands provided by the
IWMs. Equation (3) describes the induction motor dynamics: the term Te.m.ij represents
the electromagnetic torque delivered by the ij-th IWM, while the TLij is the wheel load
torque, which is related to the nonlinear traction force contribution Fij,x

(
λij
)
, through the

req equivalent wheel radius (or “effective radius” [1]). The
(

isdij
, isqij

)
are the two direct

and quadrature stator currents acting on the torque/speed dynamics and flux, respectively.
The Φrd is the rotor-flux modulus, rotating at the corresponding

.
ρ angular speed. The

µmot, αm, M are magnetic parameters. The IWM control design and electric motor equations
are reported in detail in Section 4.1.

The two main forcing terms in (1) are given by 4IWMs coordination to control the
longitudinal speed and the yaw-rate:

fL
.
= (FFR,x + FFL,x ) cos δ + (FRR,x + FRL,x )

fD
.
= (FFR,x − FFL,x ) cos δ + (FRR,x − FRL,x )

(4)

→
Mc

.
=

[
fL,

lw
2

fD

]T
. (5)

The
→
Mc represents the overall motion controls, where fL is the longitudinal driving

force and (lw fD)
2 is the driving yaw-moment, given by the combination of traction and

differential forces. The individual wheel traction forces in (1)–(5) represent the actual
delivered longitudinal forces on the road, depending on several nonlinear dynamics,
including the rolling resistance (linked to road friction conditions, i.e., dry, rain, snow, etc.),
the vertical load, and so on.

The model is considered under the following assumptions:

• small steering angles (δ ≈ 0);
• high-cornering radius,

So that the lateral forces contributions are negligible. Then, since the wheel dy-
namics around the rotation axis is directly influenced by longitudinal forces, only the
semi-empirical Pacejka Magic Formula (PMF) [1] in pure longitudinal slip is considered:

Fij,x
(
λij
)
= Dij,x sin

(
Cij,xarctan

(
Bij,x

(
1− Eij,x

)
λij + Eij,xarctan

(
Bij,xλij

)))
Cij,x , Eij,x , shape and curvature (structural) parameters
Dij,x = µij,x · Fij,z , peak value
Bij,x = C f λ/

(
Cij,x · Dij,x

)
, stiffness factor (constant)

C f λ = C f λ · Fz0 , constant origin slope
λij
(
ωij, vx

)ωij req
vx
− 1

→
λ
[

λFL λFR λRL λRR
]T

(6)

where λij denotes the individual wheel-slip ratio, as the deviation of the current wheel

angular speed from the pure rolling condition and
→
λ defines the slip-ratios vector.

The wheel origin slope coefficient C f λ is independent from the wheel conditions (in
terms of tire-road friction coefficient µij,x and wheel vertical load Fij,z) and it can be experi-
mentally evaluated, normalized by the Fz0 nominal vertical load. The instantaneous tire
slip values λij are obtained by the wheel velocities and speed measurements, through (6).

Due to the cornering, around the equilibrium point at certain speed and yaw-rate
values, the lateral force contributions are perceived as losses of longitudinal forces, in
the sense of force ellipse [1], so that the tire operating point moves towards increasing
slip condition.
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3. Preliminaries: Wheel Speed/Slip Control Motivations

The main effort in the vehicle control design arises in facing the wheel dynamics due to
the severe nonlinearity of the PMF characteristics model (4)–(6), especially in the evaluation
of the characteristics curve saturations, which vary according to current road friction
and wheel-load conditions [1,13,19,44]. There is a growing interest in the vehicle full-EP
with in-wheel motors layout, since the local power generation allows a fine regulation
of wheel dynamics. Consider the IWM coaxially mounted in the wheel hub (Figure 2),
so that a synchronous rotation is established between the tire and the motor shaft. By
recalling the (2)–(6) for the individual wheel, a dynamical relation is established between
the electromagnetic driving torque Te.m. and its angular speed ω:

Jt
.

ω = Te.m.
(
isd, isq

)
− TL(ω, vx). (7)
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According to [53], the two-phase equivalent model is considered so that each motor
controller has to determine the value of the currents pair

(
isd, isq

)
to guarantee the desired

driving torque Te.m. [53] (Figure 2).
In the frame of over-actuated systems [22], a hierarchical structure in the control

generation is usually considered. “Upper” controls are computed accordingly to the
desired speed and yaw-rate references so that total driving longitudinal force and yaw-
moment, such as Direct Yaw Moment Control (DYC) [27–30,55], are provided. For the
upper motion control strategy several possible techniques could be considered: Sliding-
Mode Control (SMC) [13,20,28,31–34], robust loop shaping [35,36], PI control [9,10], Model
Predictive Control (MPC) [15,17,37,55], controllers based on energy and optimal efficiency
allocation [17,27,38–42,56]. Then, since an in-wheel electric motor can be controlled to track
either a torque [2] or a speed reference [8,9], two kinds of CA of the upper control could
be implemented: torque or speed. In the Torque Vectoring, four-torque references T∗ are
required from the motors [2,23–26]. In the proposed Slip Vectoring, four-slip references
λ∗ are allocated to each in-wheel motor controller to be tracked (Figure 3). The wheel slip
ratio λij directly determines the individual traction force Fij(λij) delivered by the wheel,
so that since the slip can be controlled through the wheel angular speed, according to [15]
and (6), it is reasonable to consider a wheel angular speed/slip control strategy.

3.1. Matching Request on Force-Slip PMF Characteristics (Figure 3a)

Consider the case of Torque Vectoring control, in which a reference torque T∗ is
requested from the motors. On the force-slip (F(λ),λ) PMF characteristics (Figure 3a)
the force request F∗ = T∗/req acts horizontally. The wheels have faster time constants
than chassis dynamics [9,11], so it is considered that the torque commands Te.m. = T∗ are
provided instantaneously by the IWM [17]. From (6) and (7), it follows that the wheel
speed ω and consequently the slip λ are influenced by both the delivered torque Te.m.
and the actual wheel load torque TL. In this case, the horizontal straight-line should
intersect each tire characteristic at at least one point (F∗, λ)(which is an equilibrium point
for (7)). Consider, for instance, Figure 3a. Given the force request F∗ = F∗1 , the first three
wheels {1,2,3} have only one intersection, while the wheel-4 has two equilibrium points
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(F∗, λ4,1−2). In the case of force request F∗ = F∗2 , there is no solution for the wheel-4 since
the torque/force command exceeds its actual maximum deliverable force.

In the case of speed/slip-control, Slip Vectoring (SV) speed references ω∗ are requested
from the motors. According to (6), at constant speed vx the constant speed references ω∗

correspond to slip requests λ∗ = λ(ω∗, vx), which act vertically on the force-slip PMF
characteristics (Figure 3a). Now, the torque command is given by feedback:

Te.m.(λ∗) = KPω(ω−ω∗) + KIω

∫ t
0 (ω−ω∗)(τ) dτ

where
.
T̂L(ω

∗, vx) = KIω · (ω−ω∗)
(8)

Under the assumption of constant load torque TL(ω
∗, vx), at constant speed vx, for

sufficiently high (KPω, KIω) < 0 gains, the PI control (8) allows for the tracking of each
constant ω∗ speed reference, by providing at steady-state the online estimation T̂L(ω

∗, vx)
of the actual load torque on the wheel [9] (a detailed proof is given in Section 4.1). Con-
sequently, given a speed/slip request λ∗(ω∗)(Figure 3a), a unique solution always ex-
ists on each curve (F1−4(λ

∗), λ∗), with the four corresponding torque/force commands
F1−4(λ

∗) = Te.m.1−4(λ
∗)/req determined by the PI feedback loop in (8).

The PI control approach is a convenient tool for Wheel Slip Control (WSC) [20] and
TC, as also discussed in [17]. Most importantly, the reason behind the proposed speed/slip-
control approach is properly linked to the online load estimation capability, which enforces
the independence of the controller from the wheel PMF model knowledge (this aspect is
treated in the next Section 3.2).
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In [19,57], a benchmark comparison between SMC, Integral-SMC (ISMC) and PI
control strategies is provided. The SMC strategies are a shared tool for robust tracking
control [19], coping with uncertain disturbances. But a classical problem for SMC is the
chattering. For this reason, ISMC solutions are introduced to make the WSC continuously
actuated. Since the actual wheel torque can be estimated without information about
vehicle velocity and wheel conditions, such as road friction coefficient and nominal vertical
load (road-and-load), by [57], a good applicability on EVs is allowed by PI schemes for
continuous WSC [9], also providing intrinsic filtering properties [20].

3.2. PMF-Curve Saturation Recognition (Figure 3b)

The second difference between TV and SV techniques is related to the PMF-curve
saturation recognition since a large number of tire force-slip characteristics curves are
drawn as the road-and-load conditions vary, which may differ for each tire. The TV
looks only at the abscissa axis (λ), while the SV elaborates information on both axes
(F(λ),λ), so that the wheel saturation can be detected independently from the actual
PMF curve. According to the PMF formulation (6), the nominal road-and-load conditions
affect the wheel PMF characteristics parameters and consequently the saturation point,
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but not the slope at the origin. In fact, the tangent straight-line through the origin of
PMF-characteristics has the angle Ψ(0) w.r.t. to the λ-axis, which is defined as:

Ψ(0)atan
(

C f λ

)
∈
[
0,

π

2

]
[rad] (9)

positive counterclockwise, which is the same whatever the curve is (Figure 3b).
In Figure 3b, as an example, five PMF curves {I,II,III,IV,V} are reported for only one

wheel, with random road-and-load conditions. Each curve has its own saturation point(
F{I−V}

max , λ
{I−V}
max

)
coinciding with the maximum, so that the corresponding slip value is

unknown, since it depends on the specific curve. In the TV case, a maximum slip value λ
{···}
max

could be empirically predetermined as a saturation threshold, but the actual PMF-curve
knowledge or parameters estimation is needed [15,16,19]. Nevertheless, the estimation
procedure should be continuously iterated since the tire could jump between PMF-curves
during its operation, due to sudden road friction or load variation on the wheel.

In the SV case (Figure 3b), based on the previous observation about the slope at the
origin of PMF-curve family (9), from (2)–(3) at steady-state, the Individual Wheel Angle is
defined as:

Ψij
(
λij
)
atan

(
F̂ij
(
λij
)

λij

)
= atan

(
T̂ij
(
λij
)

req λij

)
∈
[
0,

π

2

]
[rad] (10)

which denotes the (positive counterclockwise) angle between the slip λ-axis (abscissa) and
the straight-line through the origin which intersects the wheel operating point

(
F̂ij
(
λij
)
, λij

)
on the PMF-curve, where T̂ij

(
λij
)

is the load torque estimate by (8).
In Figure 3b, three possible slip requests

{
λ∗1 , λ∗2 , λ∗3

}
are considered, so that the five

points {1,1′,2,2′,3} identify three lines with angles {Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3}, respectively. The points
{1,1′,2} and {2′,3} are within and beyond the saturation, respectively. The relative position of
the points {1,1′,2,2′,3} w.r.t. the five λ

{I−V}
max may not discriminate correctly if they lie before

or beyond the saturation. For example, the w.r.t. threshold λ
{I}
max, the points {1,1′,2} are

detected within the saturation, as well the point {2′}. Instead, the point {2′} is located beyond
the saturation. The two points {2,2′} could be considered “nonsaturated” or “saturated”
if compared with the λ

{III}
max or λ

{IV}
max , respectively. Analogously, the point {3} is certainly

above the saturation since it lies beyond λ
{I}
max. Then, the saturation recognition could result

not satisfactory if only the slip absolute information is considered.
On the contrary, the information (F(λ),λ) on both axis can be considered. For this

scope, according to (10), the Saturation Wheel Angle is defined as:

ΨSATatan

 F{α}ij

(
λ
{α}

ij

)
λ
{α}

ij

 ∈ [0,
π

2

]
[rad], ∀λ

{α}
ij < λ

{α}
max (11)

denoting the (positive counterclockwise) angle between the slip λ-axis (abscissa) and the
straight-line through the origin, which cuts all the force-slip characteristics close to the left
of all peaks (Figure 3b). The superscript {α} identifies each individual PMF-curve.

The Saturation Angle ΨSAT identifies a unique macroscopic saturation border of all
possible curves and it can be empirically determined via some preliminary experiments.
Then, two regions “nonsaturated” and “saturated” are determined (Figure 3b). Indeed,
although the curves where the points lie are different, they could be aligned on the same
straight lines (pair {1′,2} with angle Ψ2 and pair {2′,3} with Ψ3), so that the two point pairs
can be equally labeled as nonsaturated or saturated points.

The ΨSAT results as an operative definition, since from (8)–(10) the current load torque
(force), and consequently the wheel angles Ψij, can be estimated online and then the wheel
operating region can be determined. On one hand, the TV strategies take advantage by
considering the slip as absolute information, since it is valid both in the transient and at
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steady-state, while the proposed SV strategy has the disadvantage that the angle Ψij is
determined only at steady-state. In any case, the SV strategy could blend the information
about both force-slip (F(λ),λ) axis at steady-state (through Ψ(λ)) with the only information
about the slip λ-axis in the transient. This is possible, since by their steady-state definition
(10) the wheel angles are expected to not vary, so that a sudden falling of Ψij below the
predetermined saturation margins can detect a transient occurrence. When it happens, a
monitoring task starts observing only the slip (see Section 4.2.4).

3.3. Reconfigurability of References Vectoring

The third difference between TV and SV concerns the control reconfiguration.
In the TV case, due to the PMF-characteristics features, a control reconfiguration can

be requested in two possible situations: unmatching force-slip request and over-saturation
wheel slip. The two situations have a common alert event: the saturation crossing. Accord-
ing to (6) and (7), an unmatching request produces an unpredictable behavior of the wheel
angular velocity, which could increase enough to exceed the maximum slip value, which is
supposed to be known. When the individual wheel slip is detected over the threshold, a
supplementary superimposed Slip Control (SC) action is needed in addition to the initial TV
allocation [18,32,58], as well for ABS or TC controllers [11,12,15,17]. Existing SC techniques
consist of a successive torque de-tuning and re-insertion to bring back the slip in the non-
saturated part of the PMF curve [11,15,17,28,32]. In the SV case, the unmatching requests
problem is overcome in advance, as already discussed. Furthermore, according to [9], by
virtue of feedback loop torques (8) for such sufficiently high gain pair (KPω, KIω) ∈ R−
each provided constant (or at least slowly variable) slip reference λ∗ij can be tracked, so
that the regulation condition is maintained. Then, the reference Slip Vectoring can be
smoothly adjusted, since the intersection points (F(λ∗), λ∗) will move on the PMF curves
by following the PI controller dynamics (8) as a regulation procedure. Moreover, as was
preliminarily investigated in [10], in the proposed SV strategy there is also the possibility
to switch off a motor during fast slip transients due to such over-slipping of the wheel,
namely when a pre-determined slip saturation bound is crossed.

4. Reconfigurable Slip Vectoring Control

The proposed Slip Vectoring control architecture is shown in Figure 4.
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The overall scheme consists of two main blocks: the Motion Planning (MP) and the
Wheel Slip Control (WSC). The dashed lines represent estimated or measured variables
(i.e., vehicle accelerations

[
ax, ay

]
, wheel speeds ωij, estimated torques T̂Lij ). The solid thin

lines represent control signals or reference variables (i.e., motion control references
→
M
∗
c , re-

configuration matrix W, slip/speed references λ∗/ω∗). The dotted lines represent selector
flags or allocation coefficients (i.e., slip selectors sij, motor selectors ρmij, equalization coeffi-
cients Ψ̃ij). The thick colored arrows represent logical connectors, carrying on information

about driver commands (i.e., steering wheel/pedals, driving mode
[→

d (a)−(l), m∗Ψ

]
).

4.1. Wheel Slip Control (WSC)

The lower WSC block is composed of the individual IWM controllers and the Slip Vec-
toring block that generates slip/speed references. The individual in-wheel motor dynamics
is governed by the following Equations (12) and (13), representing the reduced third-order
rotating frame model (d, q) of an electric induction motor [10,53]. From (3), (6), (7), (8),

.
ωij = Te.m.ij

(
Φrd,ij , isqij

)
/Jt − TLij

(
λij
)
/Jt = µmotΦrd,ij isqij − TLij

(
ωij, vx

)
/Jt

.
Φrdij = −αmΦrdij + αm M isdij.
ρ = ωij +

αm M
Φrd
· isqij

(12)

[
isa
isb

]
ij
= R(ρ) ·

[
i∗sdij

i∗sqij

]
⇒ Real Frame stator− currents[

Φra
Φrb

]
ij
= R(ρ) ·

[
Φrdij

0

]
⇒ Real Frame rotor− fluxes

(
Φrdij

.
=
√(

Φ2
ra + Φ2

rb
)

ij

)
R(ρ) =

[
cos ρ − sin ρ
sin ρ cos ρ

]
⇒ Rotation matrix

(13)

The 4IWMs are the induction motors used in [8,10,59] (37 kW, 50 Hz, 400/230 V,
64/111 A, 2960 rpm), whose electrical/size parameters are reported in Section 5.

According to Section 3 (Figure 2), the two stator currents
(

isdij
, isqij

)
determine the

driving torque Te.m.ij, so that the motor flux and speed can be independently controlled,
respectively, around their references. The following Direct-Field-Oriented Current-Fed
control is proposed (see [53], p. 76), so that the motor drivers are considered ideal power
supplies, delivering the desired currents i∗s instantaneously. Indeed, the stator currents can
be controlled very rapidly around desired references by stator voltages, whose control is
usually implemented as high-gain loops, according to [8,53]. Then, the currents may be
considered direct control inputs for the motors, by neglecting the stator currents dynamics.
The control currents

(
isdij

, isqij

)
are designed as follows (see also [10]):

Given constant flux and speed references Φ∗ij and ω∗ij and ρmij(t) = 1 (i.e., IWM ‘ON’),

.
Φ̃ij =

.
Φrd,ij − 0 = −αmΦrdij + αm M i∗sdij

if the current i∗sdij
is selected

i∗sdij
, ρmij(t) ·

{
1

αm M ·
(

KPΦrd Φ̃ij + αmΦ∗ij
)}

it follows that,
.

Φ̃ij = −αmΦrdij + KPΦrd Φ̃ij + αmΦ∗ij
= −αm

(
Φrdij −Φ∗ij

)
+ KPΦrd Φ̃ij =

(
−αm + KPΦrd

)
· Φ̃ij

(14)

the flux error dynamics is exponentially stabilized for KPΦrd
< 0 (for αm > 0 motor parameter).

From (12)–(13),
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.
ω̃ij =

.
ωij − 0 = Jt µmotΦrdij i∗sqij − TLij

(
λij
(
ωij
))

/Jt

if the current i∗sqij
is selected, by considering constant TLij

(
λij

(
ω∗ij

))
/Jt, it follows that

i∗sqij
, ρmij(t) ·

{
1

µmot ·Φrdij
·
(

KPω ω̃ij + KIω

∫ t
0 ω̃ij(τ)dτ

)}
,

(15)

where motor flux and speed tracking error are Φ̃ij = Φrd,ij−Φ∗ij and ω̃ij = ωij−ω∗ij, respec-

tively, and
.

Φ
∗
ij = 0,

.
ω
∗
ij = 0. Each individual IWM driver is masked by the motor selector

ρmij(t) ∈ {0, 1} (Figure 4): the pair
(

i∗sdij
, i∗sqij

)
can be switched-on/off and consequently

the motor can be selected/de-selected. According to [10,53], the current pairs (14)–(15)
must be converted into the real frame stator currents (isaij, isbij

) through (13).
Following (6), (8) and (15), it can be proved that the PI in (15) allows for the tracking of

the desired constant speed ω∗ij, driving the motor speed error (ω̃ij) to zero by providing the

online estimation of the individual wheel load torque T̂Lij

(
λ∗ij

)
through the integral term.

Then, the speed error dynamics are exponentially stabilized by the motor current i∗sqij

control, as follows. For ρmij(t) = 1, by replacing (15) in (12), since

Te.m.ij , Jt µmotΦrdij i∗sqij (16)

then, it follows

.
ω̃ij = KPω ω̃ij + KIω

∫ t

0
ω̃ij(τ)dτ − TLij

(
ωij, vx

)
/Jt + TLij

(
ω∗ij, vx

)
/Jt − TLij

(
ω∗ij, vx

)
/Jt (17)

from (6), λ̃ij =
req
vx

ω̃ij, so that

.
λ̃ij = KPω λ̃ij + KIω

∫ t

0
λ̃ij(τ)dτ −

req

Jt vx

(
TLij

(
λij
)
− TLij(λ

∗
ij)
)
−

req

Jt vx
TLij

(
λ∗ij

)
. (18)

(where λ̃ij = λij − λ∗ij). From (6), at constant speed vx, it means that
.
λ̃ij ∝

.
ω̃ij, and recalling

(8), the TLij

(
λ∗ij

)
= TLij

(
ω∗ij, vx

)
is constant. Following (17)–(18), the Lagrange Mean Value

Theorem applies on (TLij
(
λij
)
− TLij(λ

∗
ij)) [9], so that:

.
λ̃ij = KPω λ̃ij −

req
Jt vx

ϕ
(

λij, λ∗ij

)(
λij − λ∗ij

)
+ ξλ(t) =

(
KPω −

req
Jt vx

ϕ
(

λij, λ∗ij

))
λ̃ij + ξλ(t),

ξλ(t) , KIω

∫ t
0 λ̃ij(τ)dτ − req

Jt vx
TLij

(
λ∗ij

)
⇒

.
ξλ(t) = KIωλ̃ij

(19)

then, [ .
λ̃ij.
ξλ

]
=

[
KPω −

req
Jt vx

ϕ
(

λij, λ∗ij

)
1

KIω 0

][
λ̃ij
ξλ

]
, (20)

where from (2), ϕ
(

λij, λ∗ij

)
= req · Fij,x

′(λij
)

is the derivative of the Pacejka characteristics
function along the λij-domain. According to [9], for sufficiently high gain pair (KPω, KIω) ∈
R−, each slip tracks exponentially its reference, λij → λ∗ij , while the estimation error is zeroed

(ξλ → 0), leading to T̂Lij

(
λ∗ij

)
= TLij

(
λ∗ij

)
, when Jt KIω

req
vx

∫ t
0 ω̃ij(τ)dτ → req

vx
TLij

(
λ∗ij

)
.

At the end, each individual electromagnetic torque Te.m.ij is given by:

Te.m.ij

(
λ∗ij

)
, Jt µmotΦrdij i∗sqij = ρmij(t) ·

{
Jt

(
KPω ω̃ij +

1
Jt

T̂Lij

(
λ∗ij

))}
,

T̂Lij

(
λ∗ij

)
, Jt KIω

∫ t
0 ω̃ijdτ,

(21)

Which recovers the feedback Proportional-Integral loop in (8). From (21), it follows
that at steady-state, four different IWMs torques are delivered, in order to cope with
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different ground friction and load distributions. A decentralized energy minimization is
performed, since a Minimum Loss flux reference is provided to the IWMs, in accordance
with [8,10,53]:

Φ∗ij
(

T̂Lij

)
, 4

√(
L2

r +
Rr M2

Rs

)
· T̂2

Lij
(22)

as the one which minimizes the losses at steady-state (at constant rotor speed and flux modulus).
In [60], the power minimization problem is treated in the presence of core losses. The electrical
parameters Lr, Rr, Rs are the rotor inductance, rotor and stator resistances, respectively.

Analogously to the TV strategies [2,15,17,23–42], two upper motion control references,
M f ∗L

(longitudinal driving force) and M f ∗D
(driving yaw-moment) from MP, have to be

distributed on the redundant actuators (Figure 4). The Slip Vectoring is designed on the
basis of the following reconfigurable allocation (24) and (25):

→
M
∗
c

[
M f ∗L

, M f ∗D

]T

[
M f ∗L
M f ∗D

]
, W

(
γij, σij

)
·
→
λ =

[
γFL γFR γRL γRR
−σFL σFR −σRL σRR

]
·


λFL
λFR
λRL
λRR

,
(23)

min︸︷︷︸
[
→
M
∗
c ,(γij ,σij)]

‖
→
λ‖2 = ‖

→
λ
∗
‖2 where

→
λ
∗
=


λ∗FL
λ∗FR
λ∗RL
λ∗RR

 , WT(W ·WT)−1 ·
[

M f ∗L
M f ∗D

]
;

(24)

from (6)

→
ω
∗
(→

λ
∗
, vx

)
,
(→

λ
∗
+ [1 1 1 1]T

)
· vx/req = [ω∗FL ω∗FR ω∗RL ω∗RR]

T , (25)

where W
(

γij, σij

)[ γFL γFR γRL γRR
−σFL σFR −σRL σRR

]
is the nonsquare Reconfiguration Matrix,

which is assumed to have maximum rank (rank(W) = 2). The
(

γij, σij

)
are the Reconfigura-

tion Coefficients, which are designed and explained in detail in Section 4.2.1. According to
(2)–(3), the ω∗ij in (25) are the four motor speed references.

Given the coefficients
(

γij, σij

)
∈ R+ and given two stable motion control references

→
M
∗
c , the four reference slips are allocated by the

→
λ
∗

vector in (24), so that the overall slip

L2-norm‖
→
λ‖2 is minimized via the online computation of the Penrose Right Pseudoinverse

of matrix W [43]. Since the controlled wheel dynamics is at least two orders faster than
the chassis dynamics [9,11], the speed vx can be considered constant (or at least slowly
variable) at the wheel layer, as supported by the Singular Perturbation analysis [9]. From
(6) and (25), each IWM controller (16)–(21) is given ω∗ij = λ∗ij

−1
(

ω∗ij, vx

)
constant speed

references so that each torque Te.m.ij

(
λ∗ij

)
depends on the corresponding slip reference λ∗ij.

The proposed Slip Vectoring (24) results are presented as a general-purpose CA
strategy under the following assumption. By the interpretation of given driver commands

(steering wheel and desired speed), increasing motion control requests
→
M
∗
c should produce

increasing traction and differential forces from the 4IWMs coordination. Namely, according
to (4)–(5), the four-wheel slips (angular speeds (25)), as well the difference “right-minus-
left” between coaxial tire slips should increase. This implies that each IWM should work
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within the tire linear/nonsaturated region (Figure 3b), where the (F(λ),λ) curve derivative
is positive.

4.2. Motion Planning (MP)

The MP block is responsible for planning and configuration tasks including upper
layer motion control generation, driving mode selection, monitoring, IWM selection, wheel
angles equalization and Reconfiguration Matrix generation. The upper MP block is the
configuration control center of the SV architecture (Figure 4).

The following tasks (i)–(viii) are implemented at MP stage:

(i) Motion control reference generation
→
M
∗
c (by driver commands); Section 5

(ii) Slip/IWM selection (switch-ON/OFF commands sij, ρmij ); Section 4.2.1
(iii) Reconfiguration Matrix (by measurement/switch/monitoring information); Section 4.2.1

(iv) Driving Mode Selection (2WD/4WD, front/rear differentials
→
d (·)); Section 4.2.1

(v) Wheel Status Monitoring (estimates/measurements of vehicle and WSC); Section 4.2.2
(vi) Safety/Performance Driving (SPD) m∗Ψ; Section 4.2.2
(vii) SV equalization (equalization coefficients Ψ̃ij); Section 4.2.3
(viii) Fault-Detection and Isolation (FDI). Section 4.2.4

The actuators redundancy offers two kinds of reconfigurability: hard/soft. The “hard”
reconfigurability (Figure 5) is intended as the possibility to select/de-select some IWM,
either manually from a driver setting (2WD/3WD/4WD predetermined configurations) or
automatically for wheel-spinning prevention, if such an over-slipping wheel is detected.
The individual wheel’s operating point estimation also allows for fault-tolerance (FT) and
FDI, since an actuator/sensor fault can be detected and the corresponding IWM can be
disconnected. Eventually, the initial configuration is restored when the problem ends.
The “soft” reconfigurability (Figure 6) is intended as the possibility to change online
the driving mode settings between front-rear/four-wheels differentials and propulsion
(half/full configurations), by modifying the slip allocation coefficients (Table 1). The four-
slip references can also be equalized on the basis of current wheel load status (i.e., the
wheel angles (10)). The wheel status monitoring task (Section 4.2.2) acts at the MP stage
(Figure 4). The initial allocation may be adjusted by equalization (Section 4.2.3) or switching
procedures (Section 4.2.4).

4.2.1. Reconfiguration Matrix Design: Hard/Soft SV Configurations (Table 1)

The SV allocation (24) and (25) acts on the basis of the Reconfiguration Matrix. The
reconfiguration coefficients

(
γij, σij

)
in (23) are dynamically assigned on the basis of chassis

acceleration measurements [ax, ay], driving mode
→
d (·), slip selection sij and equalization

coefficients Ψ̃ij (W
(
[ax, ay],

→
d (·), sij, Ψ̃ij

)
, see Figure 4). From (23) and (24):

W
(

γij, σij

)[ γFL γFR γRL γRR
−σFL σFR −σRL σRR

]
=

[ γFL
Γ

γFR
Γ

γRL
Γ

γRR
Γ

−σFL
ΣF

σFR
ΣF

−σRL
ΣR

σRR
ΣR

]
·


sFL 0 0 0
0 sFR 0 0
0 0 sRL 0
0 0 0 sRR


︸ ︷︷ ︸

S “Selection Matrix”
where γFL + γFR + γRL + γRR ≡ 1, sin ce [ΓγFL + γFR + γRL + γRR],
σiL + σiR ≡ 1, sin ce [Σi(σiL, σiR)σiL + σir],
→
s (sFL, sFR, sRL, sRR), sij ∈ {′0′,′ 1′}

(26)

where, according to the notation in (4)–(6),
→
s is the vector of binary slip selectors sij. The

diagonal matrix S is the Selection matrix, which masks the SV allocation (24).
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Figure 5. Hard configuration: Motor selection/de-selection. 1,2,3 (See Table 1): 1 “soft” configurations
→
d (a),

→
d (b);

2 “soft” configurations
→
d (e),

→
d (g);

3 “soft” configurations
→
d (i)−(l).

The IWM selectors ρmij(t) in (14)–(15) and (16)–(21) and slip selectors sij in (26) are
asserted synchronously (see also [10]), through switch-ON/OFF (sONij/sOFFij) command
signals in (27)–(28), which could be provided either by driver (sOFF

DRIVER
ij ) selection or by

the FDI task (sOFF
FDI
ij ).

The motor/slip selectors ρmij /sij are smoothly asserted/de-asserted as follows:

sij(t) ≡ ρmij(t) = sOFFij(t) · e−
(t−ts0)

τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
OFF−exponential

+ sONij(t) ·
(

1− e−
(t−ts1)

τ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ON−exponential

sOFFij(t) ,
(

sOFF
DRIVER
ij (t)⊕ sOFF

FDI
ij (t)

)∧ (
sON

re−insert
ij (t, TA)

) (27)

initial condition (t = 0)
{
∀t > 0, sONij(t) = sOFFij(t)(NOT operation)

}
sij(0) =′ 0′ ← sOFFij(0) =′ 0′, sONij(0) =′ 0′

sij(0) =′ 1′ ← sOFFij(0) =′ 1′, sONij(0) =′ 1′

Switching commmand {Amato, Marino (2020) [10]}
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sOFFij
(
t∗OFF

)
=′ 1′

sOFFij
(
t∗ON

)
=′ 0′

. ts0 =


t t < t∗OFF
ts0 t ≥ t∗OFF
t t ≥ t∗ON

.
sONij

(
t∗ON

)
=′ 1′

sONij
(
t∗OFF

)
=′ 0′

ts1 =


t t < t∗ON
ts1 t ≥ t∗ON
t t ≥ t∗OFF

. (28)

The (sOFFij, sONij, sON
re−insert
ij ) are boolean switches, while TA is the re-insertion

attempt interval. Consider, for example, the case of a switching on to off: the initial
sij(0) = ′1′, when the sOFFij = ′1′ (sONij = ′0′) command is given at time instants t∗OFF. Both
the exponential signals are 1 at the beginning. The ts0 = ts0 time is “freezed”, correspond-
ing to the “time 0” when the OFF-exponential (i.e., exp{−(t− ts0)/τ)}) starts decreasing
down-to-0. The exponentials are re-initialized to ‘1′ at the successive ON command. The
case of a switching off to on is dual. After a motor switching due to a detected fault, the
FDI module attempts a scheduled re-insertion through the command sON

re−insert
ij (t, TA) = 1

(which gives sOFFij(t) = ‘0’) (see Section 4.2.4).
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Figure 6. Soft configuration: Driving Mode Selection. (a–d) Rear (half) propulsion; (e–h) Front (half) propulsion; (i–l) Four-
wheels (full) propulsion. 1,2,3 (See Table 1): 1 2WD “hard” configuration

→
s (a) = (0, 0, 1, 1); 2 2WD “hard” configuration

→
s ( f ) = (1, 1, 0, 0); 3 differential ON/OFF command dD ≡ 0.
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Table 1. Soft Configuration (Driving Mode Selection) and Hard Configuration: 18 settings.

Soft Configuration
→
d =(dLF,dLR,dDF,dDR)

{LF=Long. Front, LR=Long. Rear, DF=Diff. Front, DR=Diff. Rear}
dD Hard Configuration

→
s =(sFL,sFR,sRL,sRR)

REAR propulsion

1}
→
d (a) = (0, 1, 0, 0) no differential (dD ≡ 0) 0

1–2}
→
s (a) = (0, 0, 1, 1) 2WD (rear)

2}
→
d (b) = (0,1,0,1) rear differential 1

3}
→
d (c) = (0, 1, 1, 0) front differential 1 13}

→
s (c) = (0, 1, 1, 1) 3WD (motor 1 off)

14}
→
s (e) = (1, 0, 1, 1) 3WD (motor 2 off)

4}
→
d (d) = (0, 1, 1, 1) full differential 1 15}

→
s (g) = (1, 1, 0, 1) 3WD (motor 3 off)

16}
→
s (h) = (1, 1, 1, 0) 3WD (motor 4 off)

FRONT propulsion

5}
→
d (e) = (1, 0, 0, 0) no differential (dD ≡ 0) 0

5–6}
→
s ( f ) = (1, 1, 0, 0) 2WD (front)

6}
→
d (g) = (1, 0, 1, 0) front differential 1

7}
→
d ( f ) = (1, 0, 0, 1) rear differential 1 17}

→
s (b) = (0, 1, 1, 0) 2WD (crossed I)

8}
→
d (h) = (1, 0, 1, 1) full differential 1 18}

→
s (d) = (1, 0, 0, 1) 2WD (crossed II)

4-WHEELS
propulsion

9}
→
d (i) = (1, 1, 0, 0) no differential (dD ≡ 0) 0

9–12}
→
s (i) = (1, 1, 1, 1) 4WD (full)10}

→
d (j) = (1, 1, 0, 1) rear differential 1

11}
→
d (k) = (1, 1, 1, 0) front differential 1

12}
→
d (l) = (1, 1, 1, 1) full differential 1

m∗Ψ 2 [deg] safety 1 [deg] performance

The role of individual slip selectors is to switch on/off the corresponding reference
slip of the current SV when sij = ‘1’ or sij = ‘0’, respectively, while the corresponding motor
selector ρmij produces a current zeroing in the ij-IWM driver, as seen in (14)–(15) and
(16)–(21). The SV (24) is updated by the Selection matrix S, so that once a slip/motor is

switched off, the upper controls
→
M
∗
c are distributed on the residual slip references ‘ON’.

From (23), since for a pseudoinverse operation [43] it is requested rank(W) = 2, only 9
(out of 16) combinations for sij ∈ {0, 1} are possible, which are called “hard” configurations
(Figure 5, Table 1).

The Reconfiguration matrix W accounts for relevant information about the chassis
load distribution, through the accelerometers. The SV entrusts in advance to the 4IWM
controllers the most suitable reference slip allocation w.r.t. the expected load distribution.

The reconfiguration coefficients
(

γij, σij

)
in (26) are online updated as follows:

LONGITUDINAL COEFFICIENTS γFL,FR ,
[
( 1− kγ · ax) + Ψ̃FL,FR(tn)

]
· dLF

γRL,RR ,
[
( 1 + kγ · ax) + Ψ̃RL,RR(tn)

]
· dLR

, γij ∈ R+, Ψ̃ij(t < t0) = 0

LATERAL COEFFICIENTS
σFL ,

(
1 + kσ · ay

)
· dDF

σFR ,
(
1− kσ · ay

)
· dDF

σRL ,
(
1 + kσ · ay

)
· dDR

σRR ,
(
1− kσ · ay

)
· dDR

, σij ∈ R+, s.t. if (σiL, σir) = 0
(26)⇒ Σi(0, 0) ≡ 1,

(kγ, kσ) ∈ R+ constant design parameters[
ax, ay

]
=
[

ax
axM

, ay
ayM

]
normalized measured longitudinal and lateral accelerations

Ψ̃ij(tn) equalization coefficients {tn discrete− time instant}
→
d (dLF, dLR, dDF, dDR) driving mode selection

(29)

where the subscripts of d denote {L = Longitudinal, D = Differential} and {F = Front,
R = Rear}. All the coefficients γij(ax) and σij

(
ay
)
, ranging between 0 and 1, are linear

functions of the two accelerations, between –1 and 1. According to acceleration direction
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definition (Figure 1), when the vehicle is accelerating ax > 0, the load distribution changes
longitudinally: the front-wheel longitudinal coefficients γFL,FR are unloaded, while rear-
wheel ones γRL,RR are loaded (vice-versa for ax < 0). Dually, the lateral load distribution
changes affect the lateral coefficients. According to (26), w.r.t. the minus-plus signs on
left-right wheels, respectively, the left-wheel coefficients σFL,RL are unloaded when the
vehicle is turning on the left ay > 0, while right-wheel ones σFR,RR are loaded (vice-versa

for right-turn ay < 0). The vector
→
d is relative to the Driving Mode Selection, namely

to front-rear/four-wheels differentials and propulsion settings (half/full configurations,
Figure 6), which could be provided either by the monitoring task or by the driver. Each
element can be set to ‘1′ or to ‘0′ based on desired configuration. The first coefficient pair
(dLF, dLR) are relative to the longitudinal control selection on front/rear axle, respectively.
The second pair (dDF, dDR) denote the differential action selection on the specific axle.

From (23)–(26), for
→
s = (1, 1, 1, 1), only 12 (out-of-16) “soft” configurations can be set

by the vector
→
d giving rank(W) = 2 (Figure 6, Table 1), which are organized as follows: each

row represents the selected propulsion setting, i.e., rear (half)
→
d (a)−(d), front (half)

→
d (e)−(h),

four-wheels (full)
→
d (i)−(l) (blue highlighted wheels and arrows); each column represents

the selected differential setting, i.e., no differential
→
d (a),(e),(i), rear differential

→
d (b),( f ),(j),

front differential
→
d (c),(g),(k) and full

→
d (d),(h),(l)(orange highlighted wheels and arrows). The

two configurations (a) and (b) coincide with the 2WD (rear) hard configuration given
by
→
s (a) = (0, 0, 1, 1). The two configurations (e) and (g) coincide with the 2WD (front)

hard configuration given by
→
s ( f ) = (1, 1, 0, 0). The four settings

→
d (i)−(l) recover the

full configured vehicle 4WD (full) by
→
s (i) = (1, 1, 1, 1). The three sets “no-differential”

→
d (a),(e),(i) produce rank(W) < 2. Then, the driving moment M f ∗D

in (23) and (24) is converted
following (30):

M f ∗D
= M f ∗D

· dD, if (dDF, dDR) = (0, 0) then dD ≡ 0 and (dDF, dDR) = (1, 1). (30)

From the merging of 21 configurations (9 hard + 12 soft), 18 total settings are possible,
which are synoptically resumed in Table 1 in the two categories hard/soft.

4.2.2. Wheel Status Monitoring (WSM)

The proposed distributed architecture takes advantage of the online torque load esti-
mation (16)–(21), allowing for the Wheel Status Monitoring and also for a safety-critical
condition check. The tire status information is elaborated at the WSM task in the MP
stage (Figure 4). By merging the online estimates of load torques and slip ratio measure-
ments, online information about the tire operating region can be extracted. According to
Section 3.2, the recognition of PMF-curve saturation is independent from the actual road-
and-load conditions. Indeed, the simultaneous force/slip sensing provides a coordinate
pair (F̂ij

(
λij
)
, λij) on the wheel characteristics, allowing to determine where the wheels is

operating by the computation of the wheel angles (10) (Figure 3b). An indicative thresh-
old can be tuned via the driving mode settings, which also includes Safety/Performance
Driving (SPD) settings (Table 1). From (11), the wheel angle reference Ψ∗ is defined as:

Ψ∗ΨSAT + m∗Ψ. (31)

The angle Ψ∗ denotes the selected saturation margin from the empirical saturation
angle ΨSAT (Figure 7). In Table 1, a margin m∗Ψ = 2 [deg] is considered for “safety” driving
mode, while m∗Ψ=1 [deg] is considered for “performance” mode.
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Figure 7. SV equalization. 

4.2.4. Fault-Detection and Isolation (FDI): IWM Switching-off 
Figure 7. SV equalization.

Vehicle status information can be extracted by processing the four wheel angles
information, introducing the Average Wheel Angle Ψ, which is defined as: from (24)

Ψ(t)
∑ij Θ(ij,1) ·Ψij(λij)

∑ij Θ(ij,1)
=

wFL,LΨFL(λFL)+wFR,LΨFR(λFR)+wRL,LΨRL(λRL)+wRR,LΨRR(λRR)
wFL,L+wFR,L+wRL,L+wRR,L

Θ(4×2)WT(W ·WT)−1
=


...

...
Θ(ij,1) Θ(ij,2)

...
...

 =


wFL,L −wFL,D
wFR,L wFR,D
wRL,L −wRL,D
wRR,L wRR,D

 (32)

i.e., as the weighted average of individual angles Ψij (10) (where wij,L and ∓wij,D are the
longitudinal and differential allocation coefficients). Only the longitudinal coefficients
vector Θ(ij,1) is considered since, according to (6), the pure longitudinal slip PMF model
is used. The wheel average behavior monitoring results quite reliable, since a transient
variation could detect that at least one wheel is excessively slipping or there is a fast
transient problem (i.e., a fault). Then, since the Ψij and Ψ are monitored, the threshold
angle Ψ∗ can be used for equalization or switching decisions.

4.2.3. SV Equalization

A high level of reconfigurability emerges due to the redundant actuator set, which
allows for up to 18 different layouts (Figures 5 and 6), three times the number of possible
2IWM configurations (i.e., only six). Once the SV (24) had provided the minimum-norm
slip vector allocation, the four individual slip references are not guaranteed to be equalized
(Figure 7a). From (10), (24), the SV allocation can be equalized, through the equalization of
the four-wheel angles (10) to the current average wheel angle Ψ, when they all lie above
the defined SPD threshold Ψ∗ (Ψ > Ψ∗, Ψij > Ψ∗).

In the beginning, the equalization coefficients in (29) are Ψ̃ij(0) = 0. At time t = t0
the equalization command is triggered and the current value of the average wheel angle
Ψ(t0) is “freezed” as the target angle for the equalization (Figure 7a). Given an arbitrary
threshold εΨ ∈ R+, for kΨ < 0, the equalization coefficients are updated as follows:

Ψ̃ij(tn) ,
kΨ

Ψ(t0)

ν

∑
n=0

[
Ψ(t0)−Ψij(tn)

]
, s.t.

∣∣Ψ(t0)−Ψij(tν)
∣∣ < Ψ(t0) εΨ

tnt−mod(t, Tc), {tn discrete− time instant}.
(33)

Starting from time t0, each coefficient Ψ̃ij is step-increased (decreased) if the current
angle Ψij is greater (less) than the freezed angle Ψ. Each coefficient increase (decrease)
makes the corresponding slip reference increase (decrease). The Tc time interval is selected
according to the characteristics motor frequency (Table 2). Each coefficient update is
stopped when the error between the ij-wheel angle Ψij and the target value Ψ goes below
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the threshold εΨ (percentage tolerance). In order to speed-up the equalization process, the
Ψ(t0) freeze command is refreshed after Teq; the step-varied coefficient Ψ̃ij are then filtered
(see Section 5.2).

Table 2. Vehicle, Wheels, IWMs and Control parameters.

Vehicle Wheels (Pacejka 5.2) IWM [10] 1

(37 kW, 50 Hz, 111 A)

m 1005 [kg] mw 20.75 [kg] mIWM 23 [kg]
Jz 750 [kg·m−2] Jt 1.177 [kg·m−2] JIWM 0.255 [kg·m−2]
lF 1.10 [m] req 0.298 [m] (M, Lr) (29.1, 29.1) [mH]
lR 1.25 [m]

(
Cij,x, Eij,x, C f λ

)
(1.62, 0.50, 19.4) Rs 85.1 [mΩ]

lw 1.39 [m] Fz0 4100 [N] Rr 68.5 [mΩ]

Control parameters

PI gains (14)–(21),(37)–(38) SV Equalization (29), (33) FDI-switching (27)–(28), (31), (34)–(36)

(KPω
, KIω

) (−1.56, −750) × 103 (kγ, kσ) (0.85, 0.101) τ 0.175 [s]
KPΦrd −10

(
axM, ayM

)
(0.282, 0.321) [g’s] TA 2 [s]

(KPv , KIv ) (−0.39, −0.4) (kΨ, εΨ) (−40, 0.05 [%]) kλ 2.5
(KPr , KIr ) (−5.62, −42.13) Tc 50 [ms] ΨSAT 82.56 [deg]

1 {αm = Rr/Lr , µmot = M/(JIWM Lr)}.

In Figure 7, an example of equalization procedure is illustrated. Before the equalization
(t < t0) the four wheel points {1,2,3,4} lie on different straight lines with angles Ψ1,2,3,4
(Figure 7a). The two point pairs {3,4} and {1,2} fall above and below the target straight line
Ψ, respectively. When the equalization is triggered, according to (33), the two equalization
coefficients Ψ̃3−4 are augmented, so that the points {3,4} move on the curve towards {3′,4′},
while the two equalization coefficients Ψ̃1−2 are reduced and the points {1,2} move towards
{1′,2′}. If the wheel condition is detected on point {2”}, the equalization is not considered
for that IWM, which is deselected instead (Section 4.2.4). At the end of the procedure, after
several step variations, all the four-wheel points are aligned on the same straight-line with
angle Ψ = Ψ1 = Ψ2 = Ψ3 = Ψ4 (Figure 7b).

4.2.4. Fault-Detection and Isolation (FDI): IWM Switching-Off

The distributed wheel loads estimation features also allow for FDI and FT functions,
since both actuator and sensor faults can be detected and isolated. The controller is
capable of switching off the corresponding IWM online during fast slip variations (with the
procedure in (27)–(28)). Slip transients could be due to either an over-slipping wheel or a
transient fault. Since each constant λ∗ij can be regulated by virtue of feedback (8), (14)–(15)
and (16)–(21) [9] and since the minimum slip vector norm reference is selected by the SV(24),
when a wheel slip value exceeds the others, it stands to reason that a problem occurred.

In the following, the individual ij-Wheel FDI module is illustrated (Figure 8a) and
a double-layer FDI decisional procedure is proposed (Equations (34)–(36)), divided into
two phases: the Fault Detection phase (FD module, Equation (34)) and the Fault Isolation
phase (FI module, Equation (35)). The idea of layered FDI functions is borrowed from [10].
The FD phase takes place at the top decision layer by looking at average load distribution
estimate (32), namely it is related to (global) chassis conditions. The wheel/average wheel
angles evaluation Ψij, Ψ in (10)–(32) are meaningful only at steady-state and undefined
during the transients. Nevertheless, fast torque/slip variations and/or imbalances produce
transient variations of the average wheel angle Ψ. This provides early information about
sudden changes in external conditions or about an incoming actuator/sensor fault. Indeed,
a fault is detected when the angle Ψ falls below the tuned SPD threshold angle, Ψ < Ψ∗,
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indicating that the wheels are moving, on average, towards the saturated region. The
“Transient alert” ΨT is set and interpreted as the FD flag.

TOP DECISION LAYER (global)–“Fault Detection” (FD)

ΨT , reset ·
∫ t

0 ψe(h)dh {“Transient alert” flag}
ψe(t) =

∣∣∣ 1
2 sgn

(
Ψ−Ψ∗

)
·
[
1− sgn

(
Ψ−Ψ∗

)] ∣∣∣ ∈ {0, 1}
(34)

BOTTOM DECISION LAYER (local)–“Fault Isolation” (FI)
|λij|

∑ij Θ(ij,1) ·|λij|
∑ij Θ(ij,1)

|λij|
λ(Θ(ij,1))

≥ kλ ⇒ λTij ≡ ′1′ {“Slip− over” flag} (35)

sOFF
FDI
ij , (ΨT)

∧ (
λTij

)
. (36)
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The FI phase takes place at the bottom decision layer, looking at (local) individual
wheel slip conditions. The longitudinal coefficients vector Θ(ij,1) is given by (32). According
to (2), the signals λij, λij, λij denote, for λij, the coaxial wheel slip (same axle, opposite
side λij), the lateral wheel slip (same side, opposite axle λij) and the diagonal wheel
slip (opposite axle, opposite side λij). The fault is isolated on the ij-th wheel whose

ratio between the current slip absolute value
∣∣λij
∣∣ and the weighted average slip λ

(
Θ(ij,1)

)
exceeds the designated value kλ. The “Slip-over” λTij is set and it is interpreted as the FI flag.
Hence, the corresponding ij-th IWM could be excluded by the signal sOFF

FDI
ij = ‘1’ in (36),

entering in (27)–(28). Eventually, a re-insertion of the motor is attempted by the command
sON

re−insert
ij (t, TA) = ‘1’, which is given each TA seconds, entering in (27)–(28), until the FI

flag is zero again, meaning that the problem is solved and the initial configuration can be
restored (Section 4.2.1). The Boolean signal reset = ‘1’ (reset = ‘0’) is set when the Ψ > Ψ∗

for at least 6.5 s, so that the flag ΨT is zeroed.
The proposed FDI procedure delivers FT to the overall controller architecture since

by (14)–(15), (16)–(21), (24), (27)–(28) the actuator set can be re-arranged online from a full
configured vehicle 4WD to 3WD, by switching off even one faulted IWM at a time (“3WD
(motor i off)”, Figure 5, Table 1). As an example, in Figure 8b, the case of a detected fault on
the RL wheel (dashed-red arrow) is illustrated. The proposed FDI scheme is quick, since
each wheel slip λij and the computed online average slip λ are early available. Furthermore,
the FDI-switching decision is made and distributed among the control set since hierarchical
global-local decision-making flags are considered [10].

Some electrical/informatic errors, such as computing delays or register overflows,
can produce an “high” FI flag (λTij ) on a wheel, giving a local “slip-over” occurrence.
Nevertheless, the FD flag (ΨT) is shared among the individual FDI modules through the
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(36), so that the fault event and the corresponding IWM switching-off routines are triggered
only when both the FD-FI flags are asserted at the same time, namely if at the top decision
layer the global “Transient alert” flag is agreed by all four FIs modules.

5. Simulations

In this section, the proposed reconfigurable control is tested and validated in three
realistic simulations implemented in MATLAB/Simulink. The vehicle is an A-class hatch-
back 4WD modelled by the CarSim simulator with “All External Powertain Components”
settings. The control architecture and the actuators are externally implemented in Simulink
with the model of the IWM [10,53] in (12)–(13), where the four-motor torques produced by
the feedback are given as inputs to the CarSim block.

The four wheels are the 175/70 R13 conventional tires with the numerical Pacejka
5.2 model. The outputs from CarSim are the longitudinal and lateral chassis accelera-
tions, the vehicle longitudinal speed and yaw-rate, the four-wheels angular velocities
and the driver steering-angle. Vehicle, wheels and IWM parameters are reported in
Table 2. An initial nonzero flux is imposed, with (Φra, Φrb)ij(0) = (0.1, 0.1)[Wb] (see
Equations (12) and (13)). The vehicle is equipped with a front rack and pinion steering
system that is directly controlled by a built-in driver from a simulator through the angle δsw.
A steering command latency is selected (∆lag = 0.15 [s]), to simulate an average driver on
rain/snow [61]. The motion control reference generator, at MP stage, delivers to the SV (24)

and (25) the longitudinal driving force and yaw-moment reference controls
→
M
∗
c (23), from

driver command interpretations. According to [9,10], the two PI loops (37) are considered
for simulations on the basis of longitudinal speed and yaw-rate regulation errors:

→
M
∗
c =

[
M f ∗L
M f ∗D

]
.
=

[
f ∗L

lw
2 f ∗D

]
=

[
KPv(vx − v∗x) + KIv

∫ t
0 (vx − v∗x)dτ

KPr(r− r∗) + KIr
∫ t

0 (r− r∗)dτ

]
(37)

where, given the steering-ratio sδ = 16

r∗(t) .
=

δsw(t)
sδ(lF + lR)

· v∗x. (38)

The stability analysis of the resulting nested PI slip control (14)–(15), (16)–(21), (23)–(25),
(37)–(38) for vehicle speed and yaw-rate regulation, may be found in [8,9]. From (33), the
interval Tc = 50 [ms] (20 [Hz]) is selected according to the IWM frequency (the flux/current
oscillate at 50 [Hz], Table 2). The speed reference v∗x is maintained as constant during the
simulations and it is set exogenously by the driver. The yaw-rate references r∗ are com-
puted from geometrical considerations [8] on the basis of driver steering wheel angle δsw
and the desired speed. The longitudinal and lateral normalization accelerations (axM, ayM)
for the coefficient update in (29), are selected as follows: axM =2.76 [m/s2] is set on the
basis of IWM power size, while ayM =3.15 [m/s2] is found empirically via preliminary
simulations with disabled differential control.

5.1. Double-Lane Change (DLC)

The first simulated maneuver is the obstacle-avoidance double-lane change, which
is a benchmark in the automotive field [62]. The DLC is useful to evaluate fast transient
responses, i.e., lateral load torque transfers. According to [62], the standard DLC must be
performed at a constant speed and the test is successful when the vehicle completes the
path within the delimitation cones (Figure 9). The path dimensions are standardized (road
width wr = 4 [m], lane change LC = 3.5 [m]).

The simulation is designed to evaluate the driving performance in six different driving
configurations selected by the driver (Figures 9–14). As seen in Section 4.2.1, the driver
can select/de-select some IWMs, or he/she can de-insert the differential control or set it on
front/rear axle. The six selected driving configurations are labeled as follows (see Table 1):
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Figure 10. DLC Maneuver: driver steering effort in six driving configurations. [1 (B{
→
d (b)},C{

→
d (g) })

and 2 (D{
→
d ( f ) },E{

→
d (c) }) are dual layouts].

A. 2WD (front) NO DIFF.{
→
d (e)}; B. 2WD (rear) active DIFF.{

→
d (b)}; C. 2WD (front)

active DIFF. {
→
d (g)}; D. 4WD front prop.+rear DIFF. {

→
d ( f )}; E. 4WD rear prop.+front DIFF.

{
→
d (c)}; F. 4WD full prop.+full DIFF.{

→
d (l)}. The vehicle is cruising at 120 [km/h] on wet

asphalt (friction coefficient µx = 0.52). The DLC consists of tight cornering, which is
challenging because of the low grip and high speed. The tracking performances are
illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. The importance of the differential assistance from the 4IWMs
emerges at a glance, regardless the number of IWMs (2WD or 4WD). Indeed, in Figure 9,
the vehicle trajectories in the five assisted configurations B-F, with active differential,
are superimposable and all within the path. The vehicle with configuration A, with
disabled differential, cannot complete the maneuver reaching a distance from the centerline
of 2.40-out-of-2 [m] (wr/2 half-width of the path). On the other hand, the differential
assistance reduces the driver steering effort (Figure 10), so that the steering angles in the
B-F cases of active differential are about one-half w.r.t. the unassisted configuration A.
In Figures 11 and 12, the motion references tracking performance are shown, which are
similar in all the configurations. Figure 11 shows that, as expected, the unassisted vehicle
(configuration A) does not track the yaw-rate.
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Figure 12 shows that the speed tracking is guaranteed, since the vehicle propulsion is
obtained by a PI control on vx, which is active in all A–E configurations. The speed perfor-
mance in the cases A,B,C,F and D,E, respectively, are superimposable. Indeed, the two pairs

of configurations with superscripts “1” (B{
→
d (b)},C{

→
d (g)}) and “2” (D{

→
d ( f )},E{

→
d (c)}) are dual

to each other (see Figure 6). The vehicle setting D recovers existing full-EVs 4WD configu-
rations, with front propulsion and rear differential torques from two independent EMs [7].
The full-configured vehicle F recovers [9], in which a comparison with conventional ESC
was provided. In Figures 13 and 14, the coordination of the four wheels, four-slips and
4IWM torques, is illustrated. At the beginning, the slips and torque of driven wheels which
actuate the propulsion are aligned. During the two successive direction changes, given by
three left-right-left steers (Figure 10), the vehicle load moves right-left-right, respectively.
As seen in (29), the SV matrix delivers in advance the greater portion of differential action
to the outer wheels, namely those which are on the opposite-side w.r.t. steering direction.
At the same time, the four load estimators (16)–(21) perceive the lateral load transfers.
Hence, in all the assisted configurations B-F, it is visible that during the first left steer the
right wheel-slips and IWM torques increase, while the left ones decrease (vice-versa during
the right steer). They align again when the load imbalance is restored. In Figure 13A–C the
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slip time-behavior during the tests with 2WD configuration are reported. In the three cases,
the slips relative to the de-selected IWMs, corresponding to the drifted wheels, are equal
to −5 × 10−4 (RL, RR in A, C and FL, FR in B). In the dual 4WD cases D, E, the front and
rear propulsion wheels, respectively, move slightly around the steady-state value, while
relevant variations are visible on the rear (D) and front (E) wheels, respectively, which
perform the differential action. The configurations in Figure 13B,D,F have the active rear
differential, so that the RL and RR oscillatory slip behaviors are replicated: in B around
5 × 10−3, in D around 0 since they do not perform the propulsion. The two configurations
in Figure 13C,E have the active front differential, so that the FL and FR behaviors are
replicated: in C they move around 5 × 10−3, in E around 0 since they do not perform the
propulsion. Figure 13F shows that the slip values are halved when the propulsion and the
differential actions are shared by all the 4WD, oscillating around 2.5 × 10−3. The reference
slips are regulated by the 4IWM torques (Figure 14), which are delivered continuously by a
PI-control (14)–(15) and (16)–(21). In addition, Figure 14F shows that the torque values are
halved in the fully configured setting.

5.2. SV Equalization

The second simulation illustrates the SV equalization procedure presented in Section 4.2.3,
which is examined in the case of constant nominal load-imbalance on the wheels. In this
situation, the vehicle is cruising at 135 [km/h] in a straight motion (Figure 15). Two cases
of extra-load (“heavy” 90 kg and “light” 45 kg) are considered: (a) heavy load located on
rear centre (Figure 15a,b light load on RL wheel and heavy load on RR wheel (Figure 15b).

The vehicle is configured in performance mode (m∗Ψ = 1[deg]) and in
→
d (i) (Table 1).
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→
d (e)}; (B) 2WD (rear)

active DIFF.{
→
d (b) }; (C) 2WD (front) active DIFF. {

→
d (g) }; (D) 4WD front prop.+rear DIFF. {

→
d ( f ) };

(E) 4WD rear prop.+front DIFF. {
→
d (c) }; (F) 4WD full prop.+full DIFF.{

→
d (l) }. [1 (B{

→
d (b) },C{

→
d (g) }) and

2 (D{
→
d ( f ) },E{

→
d (c) }) are dual layouts].

In Figure 16, the 4IWMs torques and slips are shown. By virtue of load estimation
(16)–(21): in the case (a), the rear torques are greater than the front ones because of longi-
tudinal imbalance; in the case (b) a second split is established between right/left wheels,
because of concomitant lateral imbalance. At the beginning, since the speed is constant and
the vehicle is not cornering (M f ∗D

≡ 0), in both the cases the SV(24), (25), (29) allocates the
longitudinal motion control M f ∗L

by assigning the same slip reference to all the four-wheels.
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As a result, different wheel angles (10) are established on the wheels due to the
nominal imbalance (Figure 17). In the case (a), the wheel angles are two-by-two coupled
(rear/front). In the case (b), all wheel angles are different, since the rear load is more than
front one, and the load is more on the right than the left. Then “ranking” is: 1st)RR, 2nd)RL,
3rd)FR, 4th)FL (Figure 17b). At the beginning, all the Ψij are initialized at 90[deg]. For
t < t0, it is Ψ(t < t0) ≡ Ψ(t), i.e., the target angle coincides with the average angle. Since
all the wheel angles are so that Ψij > Ψ∗, at t = t0 = 5.6[s] the equalization is triggered. The
target wheel angle Ψ(t0) is maintained constant and the equalization coefficients Ψ̃ij start
step-changing (Figure 18). The coefficients Ψ̃ij are filtered by the first-order model

EW(s) =
1

τew s + 1
(39)

with τew = 20[ms]. The four-wheel angles gather around their average. After 1 s, the
freeze command is renewed, in order to speed up the process, so that the new target
value is Ψ

(
t0 + Teq

)
. The equalization coefficients Ψ̃ij (33) enter in the Reconfiguration

matrix (26) through (29). The relative effects on pseudoinverse matrix of SV (24), (25),
(32), are reported in Figure 18a,b. Consequently, a new minimum-norm slip vector is
selected by (24). According to (33), in the case (a), the rear coefficients Ψ̃RR,RL are increased
while the front ones Ψ̃FR,FL are decreased, stabilizing around positive and negative values,
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respectively. In the case (b), the rear coefficients Ψ̃RR,RL are increased and the front ones
Ψ̃FR,FL are decreased; the final coefficient Ψ̃FR is stabilized around a small positive value.
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The process stops when the four ij-wheel angles Ψij enter in the tolerance region from
target (εΨ = 0.05[%]), all lying same straight-line with angle Ψ(a)

(
t0 + Teq

)
= 87.75[deg]

and Ψ(b)
(
t0 + Teq

)
= 87.90[deg], respectively. The equalization angle provides useful

information about distance from the saturation, which as expected is slightly less in the
case (a) than in the case (b). The previous “ranking” (RR,RL,FR,FL) is recovered by the
coefficients in Figure 18b, while after the equalization the four torques and slips (initially
aligned) have different values. The longitudinal speed tracking performance are not
affected by the equalization process (Figure 19).

5.3. Bending On a Low-Friction Patch

The third simulation illustrates the FDI-switching decisional procedure presented in
Section 4.2.4. The test is designed to show the fast intervention of the FDI-switching task
during a constant curvature bending maneuver, with a low-friction patch (snowy surface).
The reference trajectory is a circular path with 100 [m] radius, with an abrupt road-friction
change, from the dry-road (µdry = 0.9) to the snowy-road (µsnow = 0.25) (Figure 20).

The vehicle is cruising at 56 [km/h] (Figure 21) on dry road, when it encounters the
snow. In addition, the occurrence of a transient fault on the RL wheel is considered. In this
test a sensor fault is simulated, due to− 7.5% error on the wheel speed measurement, the PI
controller delivers an excessive torque, which makes the corresponding wheel spinning. In

this test, the vehicle is configured in safety mode (m∗Ψ = 2[deg]) and
→
d (l) (Table 1). To assist

the bending at the constant yaw-rate 0.175[rad/s] (Figure 22b), while the driver is steering
with 22[deg] (Figure 22a), left/right IWMs deliver different torques (Figure 23).

Due to constant lateral load transfers during the curve, the right/external wheels,
FR,RR (dashed-orange and dotted-violet), are more loaded than the left/inner ones, FL,RL
wheels (solid-blue and dash/dotted-yellow). This is visible also on the steady-state slips
and SV coefficients Θ(ij,1−2)(Figures 24 and 25). The initial IWM torques are around
20[Nm], while the four-slips value is around 1 × 10−3. At time t = 6.35[s], the vehicle
encounters the snow patch. Automatically, the opposite-side IWMs react with differential
torques, to provide a correction on the yaw-rate which is affected by the patch impact.
The monitoring task detects a transient variation of the average wheel angle under the
SPD threshold (Figure 26), which indicates that a transient variation on at least one wheel
occurred. Then, the “Transient alert” flag ΨT = ‘1’ is set (Figure 26). At 7.5 s, the sensor
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error occurs on the RL wheel sensor, and the RL wheel starts skidding. At time t = 7.7[s],
the “Slip-over” condition occurs on RL wheel-slip λRL (Figure 24), then the flag λT RL = ‘1’
is set and the switching-off command sOFF

FDI
RL = ‘1’ is triggered (Figure 25). The fault is

detected in 0.2[s], while according to (27)–(28) the corresponding IWM selector ρmRL (and
slip selector sRL) switch-off takes 4τ = 0.7[s] (Figure 27). Consequently, the whole process
of fault detection-and-fault isolation ends in about 1[s] (the nominal IWM time constant is
0.4[s], Table 2). The switching-off of the slip selector sRL=‘0’ produces a SV reconfiguration
(wRL,L ≡ 0 and wRL,D ≡ 0, Figure 25).
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When the faulted IWM-RL has been excluded, the combined cruise speed regulation
and yaw assistance actions are divided among the three residual IWMs (Figures 23–25),
whose torques and slips increase to compensate the loss on one actuator. The FDI schedules
re-insertion attempts several times (at t = 10 s, t = 12 s, t = 14 s), until the FI flag returns to
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zero. At t = 14[s], the transient fault ends and the last re-insertion attempt is successful.
The initial configuration 4WD is restored.

During the successive disconnections, the tracking of vehicle speed and yaw-rate are
satisfactorily maintained (Figures 21 and 22b). The monitoring average angle discrimi-
nates four different danger conditions (function of the asphalt friction coefficient and the
number of active IWMs). After the transient variations due to the RL-IWMs successive de-
insertion/insertion attempts, the initial angle Ψ = 88.03[deg] (dry road) stabilizes around a
new equilibrium 87.85[deg], due to the lower grip (snowy road). This means that the new
average vehicle condition is nearer to the saturation. At t = 21[s], the flag ΨT is reset.
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At t = 22.5 [s], the snowy patch ends. Consequently, the average angle Ψ rises up-to
88.13[deg] and the flag ΨT is set to ‘1′. The average vehicle condition is further from the
saturation than before, and the maneuver is less dangerous. Now, no IWM is switched-off
since the four slips are gathered and the individual flags λTij are ‘0′.

At t = 29 [s], the transient flag is reset again. At t = 35 [s], the driver decides to switch

manually the vehicle configuration from
→
d (l)4WD to

→
d (g)2WD, through the command

sOFF
DRIVER
RL,RR = ‘1’ (27)–(28). The corresponding selectors ρmRL, ρmRR are zeroed and IWM-

RL,RR are switched-off. Then, the SV is re-arranged again on the front wheels (Figure 25),
whose torque (40 [Nm]) and slip (2 × 10−3) values are doubled to compensate the loss of
two actuators (Figures 23 and 24). The rear wheels drift free, with a slip value of−5 × 10−4.
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The average angle lowers down-to 87.51[deg] value (Figure 26): this means that the same
maneuver with two less actuators is more dangerous. The speed and yaw-rate tracking
performance are not affected by the successive reconfigurations (Figures 21 and 22b). From
(38), the yaw-rate references recover the evolution of driver steering-angles (Figure 22),
who provides about only 22[deg] during all the maneuver, being assisted by IWMs. In
Figure 27, the rotor-flux tracking, the 4IWMs stator-currents and motor mechanical power
(Pmij = Te.m.ij ·ωij, according to [53]) are reported. The rotor flux and currents are deter-
mined analytically from the Equations (12) and (13). The flux is given by the second
equation of (12), from the known initial condition Φrd(0) = 0.1[Wb].
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The (isa, isb) are the stator current phases in the motor real frame, resulting from the
rotation determined by the angle ρ of the (d, q) phases. The four fluxes (Figure 27a) recover
the four-torques evolution, where the differential torque distribution (right torques greater
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than left ones) is visible. The successive de-insertion/insertion attempts are visible on
RL-motor currents from t = 8[s] to t = 14[s] (Figure 27b). At t = 35[s], the rear-IWM currents
are zeroed while the front-IWM currents augment. Currents and powers (Figure 27b,c) and
torque values (Figure 23) are within the selected IWM size, assuming that in the interval
of negative FL-torque reactions (due to the yaw perturbations during the re-insertion
attempts), the ideal batteries can absorb the excess energy. Overcurrents are registered
for a limited time interval during the successive switches, which are tolerated by the
induction motors.
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6. Conclusions

A reconfigurable slip-vectoring control architecture (Figure 4) is presented for an elec-
tric vehicle equipped with 4IWMs. Given two motion-control requests (longitudinal force
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and yaw-moment) and a reconfiguration matrix W in (23), a control allocation is performed
by using the Penrose pseudoinverse, which provides the minimum-norm reference slip
vector, satisfying (23). Four angular speed references are generated from slip vector ref-
erences and given to each IWM controller which, at steady-state, delivers the torque that
compensates the estimated load torque on the wheel (14)–(15) and (16)–(21). The wheel
operating region on the force/slip characteristics (nonsaturated/saturated) can be observed
online at steady-state by the simultaneous torque/slip sensing so that a coordinated pair
identifies an angle with the horizontal slip axis: the wheel angle (10). The slip-vectoring allo-
cation is designed on the basis of chassis acceleration measurements, driving mode selection
coefficients and wheel angles, so that three kinds of reconfigurability can be implemented
(26)–(36): (1) the propulsion and differential action can be arranged among eighteen layouts
(two/four wheel drive, front/rear differentials, Figures 5 and 6); (2) if all wheels lie within
the saturation, the allocation coefficients are updated to consider the wheel load torque
estimates, in order to constraint all the wheel operating points to be aligned on the same
straight line (wheel angles equalization, Figure 7); (3) an IWM can be de-selected online
when the corresponding tire is detected beyond the saturation limit (Figure 8).

Three illustrative CarSim simulations have been presented and discussed to validate
the algorithm and to evaluate its applicability. The first simulation shows the slip vectoring
and 4IWMs coordination during the classical double-lane change avoidance maneuver in
six powertrain/differential layouts (Figures 13 and 14). The vehicle without differential
actions exceeds the path bounds regardless the driver action, while the vehicle with active
differential correctly completes the maneuver within the path delimitation, obtaining
similar nominal drivability performance in terms of distance from desired path and driver
steering effort (Figures 9 and 10), so that controllability and drivability are improved. The
Slip Vectoring is not affected by the configuration choice since the given motion controls
are guaranteed by the active IWMs (Figures 11 and 12). The second simulation shows
the equalization procedure, which is operated in two nominal load imbalance conditions
(Figures 15 and 16). The online matrix re-arrangement shows that after the equalization the
four-wheel operating conditions lie on the same angle (Figures 17 and 18), which differs in
the two separate loading cases.

A dangerous bending on a snowy patch with a faulty motor is illustrated in the third
simulation (Figures 20–22), showing that the online load torque estimation allows for a
quick detection and isolation of an incoming fault/over-slipping tire (Figures 23 and 24).
This simulation illustrates the online powertrain switch (manual or automatic) until the
over-slipping wheel returns in a safe condition, in which the initial actuator set can be
restored (Figures 25–27). Relevant information on steady-state operation derives from
the wheel angle (Figure 26), which is used as a maneuver danger indicator. The motors’
mechanical power show that the maneuver is compatible with the actuator size (Figure 27c).
In particular, the fault detection-and-isolation time interval (within 1 s) is compatible with
the selected IWM’s nominal time constants.
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List of Acronyms
CA Control Allocation
CoG Centre of Gravity
DLC Double-Lane-Change
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EM Electric Motor
EP Electric Powertrain
EV Electric Vehicle
FD Fault-Detection
FDI Fault-Detection and Isolation
FI Fault Isolation
FT Fault Tolerance
IM Induction Motor
MP Motion Planning
PI Proportional-Integral
PMF Pacejka Magic Formula
SC Slip Control
SMC Sliding Mode Control
SPD Safety/Performance Driving
SV Slip Vectoring
TC Traction Control
TV Torque Vectoring
WD Wheel-Drive
WSC Wheel Slip Control
WSM Wheel Status Monitoring
List of Symbols
vx, vy longitudinal/lateral speeds
r yaw-rate
ω, ωij wheel angular speed
λ, λij wheel-slip ratio
Te.m., TL motor and load torques
F(λ), Fx, Fy wheel forces
δ, δsw steering/steering wheel angle
req equivalent wheel radius
fL, fD overall traction/differential forces
→
Mc overall motion control
is motor stator current
Φr motor rotor flux
F̂, T̂L estimated wheel force/load torque
Ψ, Ψij wheel angle on Pacejka curve
Ψ(0),ΨSAT origin/saturation wheel angle
Ψ average wheel angle
Kp, KI proportional/integral gain(

γij, σij

)
reconfiguration coefficients

sij, ρmij slip/IWM selectors
Ψ̃ij equalization coefficients

m∗Ψ,
→
d (·) SPD/Driving mode selection

W Reconfiguration Matrix[
ax, ay

]
longitudinal/lateral accelerations
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